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   Abstract

Surface micromachined structures are composed of atomic elements like anchors, beam

fingers, which can further be grouped into functional elements like springs, comb drives

plates. Automatic recognition of these atomic and functional elements is crucial for a struc

design methodology for MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS). In the structured de

methodology, the schematic design is followed by a transcription of the design into a la

description. Ensuring that the layout description is a correct spatial realization of the sche

requires the extraction of the atomic micromechanical elements. Furthermore, efficient layou

ification requires MEMS functional element extraction. An extraction module has been deve

which begins with a layout description file and generates the netlist of the schematic corres

ing to the layout. An ordinary differential equation solver combined with models of atomic

functional elements can then be used for efficient behavioral verification of the layout by sim

ing the extracted netlist.

Atomic elements are recognized on the basis of their shape, size and position and are cla

into anchors, plate masses, beams, cantilever beams (fingers), joints and holes. This is follow

the extraction of functional elements such as springs, and electromechanical comb senso

actuators. Comb drives are extracted using similarity in shape, inter-finger gap, electrical co

tivity and locality of region of fingers. Springs are detected using a finite state machine type

rithm. A library of springs is written in a library file which is used to generate the graphs neede

match groups of beams and joints in order to recognize a spring. The utility of the extrac

demonstrated for a variety of MEMS devices composed of different types of springs and ele

static actuators and sensors. Simulation time for the extracted netlist decreased by a facto

when functional element extraction and functional element models were used compared to a

of only atomic elements.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) integrating multi-domain sensors and actuators using

ventional microelectronic batch fabrication processes are becoming increasingly complex. In or

design systems with large numbers of multi-domain components, we need to use a hierarchical str

design approach, with design at the schematic level instead of the traditional layout representation

MEMS design. However, since fabrication can only be done from a layout representation, an autom

manual layout generation from schematic is necessary. It is essential to be able to translate from the

representation back to the schematic to reason about layout correctness in meeting the schematic’s

as well as to extract geometric parameters for behavioral simulation. An extraction module has been

oped which reads in the geometric description of the layout structure and reconstructs the corresp

schematic. This schematic can then be fed to an ordinary differential equation solver or can be com

with the design schematic to validate the correctness of the designed layout. Furthermore, MEMS

tional element extraction reduces the size of the simulation problem, enabling efficient design evalu

Extraction is commonly used both in the VLSI world and the mechanical world. In VLSI, the main

of extraction is to detect transistors and calculate resistances, capacitances and inductances in the

The mechanical world on the other hand stresses on detection of geometrical features like holes, s

other contours. MEMS extraction attempts to detect geometrical features like beams, fingers, hol

also tries to detect electromechanical functional elements like comb drives. VLSI extraction gen

relies on information about overlap between layers and gaps between layout areas. Mechanical ex

stresses more on edge detection, pattern matching and using geometrical heuristics. MEMS being b

of both the electrical and mechanical domain uses approaches of both worlds in its extraction. He

MEMS extraction, both layer information and geometrical feature detection is important.

Chapter 2 gives a brief outline of the fabrication processes used in MEMS as well as the design flo

hierarchical design methodology for which the extractor referred to here is best suited. Chapter 3 de
1
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the algorithms used to detect atomic elements in MEMS followed by chapter 4 which describes algo

used to detect functional elements like springs and comb drives. Chapter 5 presents some result

show the usefulness of the extraction tool followed by chapter 6 which summarizes the present wo

briefly describes future directions of research.

Chapter 2. Background

2.1. MEMS Process

There are three major technologies [1][2][3][4] used in MEMS fabrication: bulk micromachining, LI

and surface micromachining. Within the last decade, surface micromachining techniques have had

nomenal growth. We will focus on MCNC’s Multi-User MEMS Process (MUMPS) [5] due to its simp

ity, popularity, and maturity as a surface micromachining process.

An example MEMS device layout is shown in Figure 1. As can be seen in the figure, the device co

of a floating structural layer that is attached to the substrate by anchors. Figure 2 details the proces

that leads to the fabrication of such devices. We focus on how the cross-section A-A’ of Figure 1 w

look at different points of the fabrication process. First a layer of silicon nitride is deposited on the

strate to form an electrical insulation. This is followed by a layer of polysilicon which is patterned

etched to form electrical interconnects. A sacrificial layer of oxide is then deposited and patterned

the dimples and the first anchor holes. This stage is shown in Figure 2(a). This is followed by anothe

of polysilicon which forms the first structural layer. The photoresist pattern needed to pattern the po

con layer is shown in Figure 2(b). Finally the metal layer is deposited and patterned to form the inte

nects and pads (Figure 2(c)). The sacrificial oxide layer is etched out and the resulting structure co

the free mechanical device (Figure 2(d)).

The later part of this thesis makes numerous references to various mask layers. We will use the

conventions laid down in MCNC’s MUMPS Design Handbook [5]. Table 1 lists all the layers that we

refer to.
2
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Table 1: Mask conventions used in the MUMPS process

2.2. Design Flow and Design Hierarchy

The current MEMS design methodology (Figure 3) is very cumbersome. It starts off with the des

making a rough sketch of the schematic of the design, shown in the top left of the figure, and very

equations to ensure feasibility of the design. After being satisfied with the schematic, the designer pr

to physical layout. At this step, the only tool available to the designer to check the layout is numerica

ulation (top right in the figure) using finite element analysis or boundary element analysis. In order t

form such simulation, the layout needs to be meshed properly, which tends to require a lot of time, pa

and expertise of the designer [6]. Furthermore, numerical simulation is prohibitively slow and interp

Pnemonic Level Name Purpose

POLY1
pattern for first structural polycrystaline silicon
layer (poly1)

ANCHOR1

open holes for poly1 to nitride or base polycrys-
taline silicon layer (poly0) connection; elements
fabricated after this stage are connected to the
nitride/poly0 layer and thus are not floating

HOLE1
provide release holes for poly1 structure. The
etchant flows through these holes enabling uni-
form etching

DIMPLE create dimples/bushings for poly1 structure

Comb Drive

Anchor

BeamJoints Plate/massGap

Fingers

Folded

Flexure

A

A’dimples

holes

Figure 1: A folded-flexure comb-drive microresonator fabricated in the MUMPS process
3
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tion of the results is tedious. Due to these difficulties, in many cases, the layout is sent for fabrication

out proper checking, which sometimes results in non-functional devices. The use of fabrication for d

verification (shown in the loop in the bottom right of the figure) is very expensive.

A need for a structured MEMS design process [7][8][9][10], akin to that in VLSI, was felt. This me

that CAD tools were needed at each level of design. The last decade has seen the development of a

of simulation tools based on lumped parameter models [11][12][13][14]. While the top to bottom flowi.e.

from design schematic to layout, was being equipped with such tools, nothing much was being done

reverse flow. Nevertheless, this reverse flow is necessary to verify the designed layout. Our work ad

this problem by developing an extractor and thereby greatly simplifying the task of design checkin

reconstructing the design schematic from layout, the designer will be able to perform faster simulatio

the reconstructed schematic and also compare it with the design schematic, thus replacing the fabr

iteration or the numerical simulation loop with a faster and less expensive schematic-layout loop (s

with broken lines in Figure 3). Hence the extractor lets us exploit the advantages of lumped paramet

oxide

photoresist

nitride layer poly 0

0.5

poly1

(a) (b)
metal

(c) (d)

2.0

0.5

~ 100 mm

2.0

N-type (100) silicon
wafer

dimples act as bushings

Figure 2: MUMPS process steps highlighting (a) first sacrificial oxide layer, (b) first structural polysilic
layer, (c) metal layer on the polysilicon surface and (d) the final release
4
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ulators in verifying the behavior of the designed layout. Detection of minor errors in the layout, like m

ing connections, can also be done during the comparison between the reconstructed and d

schematic.

Structured MEMS design methodology requires a hierarchical definition of MEMS compon

(Figure 4) [10]. A complex suspended microelectromechanical system is composed of electronics a

as MEMS components like resonators, accelerometers and gyroscopes. Each of these MEMS com

is in turn composed of functional elements like mass, springs and comb drives. The functional ele

can be broken down into much more fundamental or atomic elements like beams, joints, anchors

masses and gaps. Following such a hierarchical design methodology allows us to modularize a c

design by using the functional elements as building blocks. This makes it possible to extract and si

the entire design by extracting each subpart separately instead of the whole design at one time.

extraction can be done at each level of hierarchy and the models [14][15] for that hierarchical level c

used for efficient simulation of complex MEMS components.

new idea

Reconstructed schematic

Resource
Intensive

Manual modeling
& layout

Custom layout

     NUMERICAL
    SIMULATION

Extra
ction

LVS

Redesigned layout

Fabrication

Figure 3: Present and proposed (in dotted line) design flow
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Chapter 3. Extraction of Atomic Elements

3.1. Introduction

The extraction process can be broken down to two stages; first being extraction of atomic elemen

and second being detection of commonly used functional elements [17]. Figure 1 highlights bo

atomic and functional-level features that can be extracted from a MEMS layout. This chapter looks

extraction of atomic elements in much more detail. Since layout design is a reflection of the desi

style, even if two designers do the same design, the final layouts might differ. This poses a serious

neck for recognition. To overcome this problem, we convert the given layout to a representation wh

unique for a given design. Feature-based recognition is then used to detect the various atomic ele

The final recognized set is then optimized to reduce the total number of nodes required to represen

netlist. Using the information contained in the recognized set we may either generate a netlist, whi

then be compared with the original design netlist, or continue for functional element extraction.

While the key idea has been borrowed from the extraction process used in VLSI world [18][19][20]

there are a number of differences. Unlike VLSI, in MEMS, the shape, size and position of an objec

Electronics

Resonator

A

CDA

CDS

M

A

S

A

S

A V

D

Beam

Joint

MEMS component MEMS functional MEMS atomic
element

Microelectromechanical
System Resonator

Folded flexure
Spring

A: anchor; CDA: comb drive actuator; S: spring; M: mass; CDS: comb drive sensor; V: source; D: detection elec
element

Figure 4: Hierarchical MEMS design
6
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utmost importance and plays a crucial role in deciding what kind of element it is. The data structure

most opted for in VLSI extractor designs [22][23] is a list of all non-vertical edges, sorted first accordi

their abscissa followed by their ordinates and lastly by their slopes. These edge-based data structur

overlap detection simple but are not computationally useful for shape detection. Instead we use a

polygons which eases the task of shape recognition. Since our detection loops are to be run for all th

gons, it was found unnecessary to use other complex data structures like quad trees or binning wh

generally used at places where detailed positional information is needed at all parts of the layout. Th

positional information needed in MEMS extraction is about neighboring polygons and this is easily s

by maintaining pointers to the neighbors. In effect our representation is a hybrid of linked lists and co

stitching [24].

In this chapter, we first describe the representation that we use to achieve uniqueness. This is fo

by definitions of the atomic elements we wish to extract and the steps through which extraction is ac

done. Finally, we give a detailed description of some of the algorithms used for atomic element extr

3.2. Canonical representation

We define the canonical representation of the layout to be the one which uses minimum number o

angles to cover the given layout area, such that infinitesimal outward extensions of an edge of any

gle never intersects with the interior of the layout area. We use the termlayout areato define the area

which represents the actual component in the layout,i.e., it is the interior area(s) defined by the boundar

boundaries of the geometrical representation of the component in the layout. Thus, in the canonica

sentation, the layout is made up of small rectangles such that each rectangle hasat most one neighbor per

edge and each edge is either fully covered by a neighbor or not covered at all. This can be easily achieved

by extending the boundary edges into the interior of the layout area till it meets another boundary

The resulting representation uniquely partitions the layout area.

As a vast majority of MEMS layouts are Manhattan, this thesis refers to Manhattan designs only. H

our task is to canonize polygons whose edges lie along one of two orthogonal coordinates. Fi
7
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explains our idea of canonical representation. We further assume that the input is in the form of recta

i.e, a rectangle cover for the layout is supplied to us. Given this as input, we proceed to canonize the

ture using the algorithm described below. The hierarchical description of the chip (written, perhaps, i

i.e.Caltech Intermediate Form) is first flattened and then the strucutural pattern in the first polysilicon

is canonized.

The primary interaction in the canonization process takes place between two sets; the input set

output set. The output set will eventually contain the canonical version of the input set. The output

always kept in canonical state with respect to its contents. Elements from the input set are selected

tially and added to the output set. Whenever there is an addition to the output set, its equilibrium mi

destroyed (i.e, the output set might no longer be a canonical set). If this occurs, a series of operations

tiated which ultimately brings the output set back to its equilibrium or canonical state. This is repeat

the input set is emptied, and, at this point, the output set will contain the canonical representation

input layout. The process which drives the output set to equilibrium, after it is disturbed by the insert

a new element, is described in Figure 6.

             VARIOUS REPRESENTATIONS FOR SAME STRUCTURE

1

2

3

4

2

3

 4

11

2

3

4

1

 2

   4

1

2 3 4

5

678

CANONICAL REPRESENTATION

3 1

2

3

4

Figure 5: Canonical representation
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In a global sense, the algorithm partitions as well as determines the neighbors of each rectangle

final canonized state. This neighbor information is obtained by comparing each rectangle being ad

the output state with the rectangles already in the output state. This neighbor information is saved fo

use in the recognition algorithms. Since this neighbor search is done for each of the rectangles in th

canonized representation, the algorithm has an asymptotic upper bound ofO(n2) wheren is the number of

rectangles in the final canonized representation.

The procedure used to obtain a canonical representation for Manhattan layouts can easily be exte

non-Manhattan designs which use polygons. The key idea of developing the canonical represe

sequentially, by extending boundary edges of the representative blocks, can be used for polygons a

final set will then consist of polygons which haveat most one neighbor per edge such that no edge is p

1. LetR be the input set.

2. Let G be the output setinitialized to a NULL set.

3. Let us randomlypick an elementr from R andinitialize a working set P by addingr to P.
4. Q = {x| ADJ(x, r); x is an element of G}

ADJ(x, r) is an operator which returns those elementsx (x is an element ofG), which are adjacent tor
5. for all q in setQ

for all p in setP
Vq = set of vertices ofQ
Ep = set of edges of P
if  CON(Vq,Ep) then SPLIT(p,q)
Function CON(Vq, Ep) returns TRUE if there exists a pairv in Vq ande in Ep such thatv lies on or is

contained by e. FunctionSPLIT(p, q) splits p by the edges ofq.

6. for all  p in P
for all  q in Q

if  CON(Vp, Eq) then SPLIT(q,p)
7. while(Q!= NULL)

Q’ = {x|ADJ(x, q), x is an element ofG}
for all  q in Q

for all  q’ in Q’
if  CON(Vq, Eq’) then

SPLIT(q’, q) and
Q =Q’

8. G = G P
9. R = R - {r}
10. if  R!= NULL  then go to step 3

 else end

∪

Figure 6: Algorithm to canonize a layout
9
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tially covered by an adjacent polygon. This technique can also be extended to layouts containing a

where the tangent to the curve or the arc itself can be extended inside the layout area.

3.3. Atomic elements

The current extraction module has been implemented with the goal of extracting inertial MEMS co

nents. Such components are made up of anchors, masses, beams, joints and fingers. This sectio

each of these atomic elements functionally and geometrically.

An anchor is a region of the MEMS structure that is constrained in its movement. It provides supp

the suspended regions of the MEMS component. It may also provide electrical connectivity between

of the same component. It is difficult to detect anchor areas of a layout from geometric description

structural layer alone. Information from non-structural layers are therefore used to extract anchor lo

in a given layout. For the MUMPS process the areas of anchor in a layout are easily found fro

ANCHOR1 layer information. This layer defines the anchor cut in the layout and the extractor us

information to recognize anchor rectangles in the canonized representation of the structural layer.

The mass region of a MEMS structure is defined to be the rigid suspended region of the layou

space between the mass and the surface to its side and below determines the amount of gaseous

Ideally mass elements are large enough to be considered to be rigid. In order to have such large

areas, it becomes necessary to have holes in the layout so that the etchant can successfully release

area. In addition, bushings (Figure 1, Figure 2(d)) are often used to prevent large mass plates from s

to the substrate (a negative side of the wet etching release step). Such process-specific information

by the extractor to detect mass areas. In the MUMPS process the HOLE1 layer provides information

the location of holes and DIMPLE layer provides information regarding the location of the bushings

extractor also detects the absence of the structural layer as holes, and uses them as hints for mass

Beams are non-rigid suspended regions of the MEMS component and govern the strucutural com

in different directions of motion. Since they are designed to be flexible, beams are generally thin an

and connected only at their shorter sides. Behaviorally, beams posses all properties of mass elem
10
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the exception that they are not rigid. The spring constant of an inertial MEMS component is govern

the shape and placement of beams in the structure. Geometrically, beams are rectangles that hav

bors only on their two shorter edges. Thus the extractor uses neighbor information to recognize bea

given layout.

Joints connect two or more beams structurally. They can be considered to be small mass area

help to change the orientation and placement of two or more physically connected beams. Behav

joints are similar to beam elements, but since they are generally very small, their contribution towar

spring constant of the component on the whole can be modeled in the adjacent beams, leaving the

a logical connectivity element. Geometrically they are rectangles which only have beams as their

bors.

Fingers are floating cantilever beams in the layout. They are generally used to increase the cap

area in electrostatic actuators and sensors. Two overlapping and electrically isolated sets of such fin

normally used to design a comb drive [25], one of the most popular electrostatic functional element u

MEMS designs. A more detailed description of comb drives is given later. In addition to their contribu

towards electrical behavior of the MEMS component, fingers also contribute significantly towards

and damping of an inertial structure. Geometrically, fingers are rectangles having only one neighb

one of the shorter edges. Designers sometimes design fingers with pedestals (Figure 7) [26]. Such

tal-based of fingers result in an inter-finger gap that is less than that allowed by the process rules

comb drive made of such fingers, the normal gap between the rotor and stator fingers is constrained

minimum gap allowed by the process rules. When the fingers engage, the effective gap between a

and its opposite pedestal is reduced. Hence the sensitivity of the comb drive is increased without inc

the number of fingers. The thin cantilever part of a pedestal finger is connected to the pedestal on on

shorter sides of the pedestal with the other short side of the pedestal connected to either a mas

anchor.
11
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3.4. Extraction flow for atomic elements

In our analysis of the algorithms used for the recognition, we will usen to symbolize the number of

unrecognized rectangles in the canonical representation of the layout at that particular step. The ma

of the recognition process are shown in Figure 8. The order in which the different atomic elements a

ognized is important because it affects both the geometric heuristics used for recognition, as well

speed of the recognition algorithms.

The first step in the detection is to use the information from the non-structural layers to detect ma

anchor areas. This calls for boolean operations, likeOR and AND, of different layers. TheAND of

ANCHOR1 layer and structural layer provides information about the location of anchor areas in the la

TheANDof the structural layer with theORof HOLE1 and DIMPLE layer provides us with potential loca

tions of mass elements. The information from this step is separately maintained and is used to m

mass and anchor areas whenever the layout is recanonized.

The next step is to recognize the fingers. During the process of canonization, an edge extende

another rectangle may split a finger lengthwise. Such split fingers will not be detected by the normal

detection routine,i.e. only by checking if a rectangle has only one neighbor on one of its shorter sid

proximity test is used to detect such split fingers. This test works on the assumption that in a particu

of fingers at least one finger is not split and will be detected in the first pass, which is done inO(n) time.

The proximity test for split fingers is done in the second pass. If a collection of adjacent rectangles ar

that each of the constituent rectangles have at least one short edge with no neighbor and lies in the

Pedestal/Base

Figure 7: Fingers with pedestals
12
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ity of a number of other fingers of similar dimension and if these fingers have the same bound (

abscissa if the fingers lie along the ordinate or vice versa) as that of the concerned set of rectangle

the rectangles are merged together and marked as a finger. Hence, the algorithm performs check

the fingers already detected (m) and the remaining rectangles in the canonized set and thus takesO(mn)

time.

In the process of canonizing the layout, it can be shown that the presence of fingers (as in a comb

attached to plate or anchor tend to divide the layout unnecessarily. To prevent these unnecessary p

in the canonization process from adversely affecting the speed of feature-based recognition algorith

separate out the fingers after they are detected. The removed fingers are stored as a separate gro

the remaining rectangles are merged to get a simplified cover of the remaining layout. This merging

dure can be done inO(n) time because the neighbor information is already available. The subroutin

make a canonical representation is run on this modified cover to get a new canonical layout represe

Though the canonization algorithm takes quadratic time, the number of rectangles being considered

considerably less and the resulting recanonized set results in a great improvement in the speed o

tion.

canonical
input

information
from non-
structural
layers

detect
fingers

detect
fingers

fingers
found?

check if
pedestals

pedestals
found?

add pedestals

detect and
remove holesrecanonizedetect beams

and joints

expand mass
and anchor
rectangles

optimize mass
and anchor

detect
beams

yes

no

yes

no

 recursively

rectangles

Figure 8: Steps in extraction of atomic elements
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In order to detect pedestal-type fingers (Figure ) [26], a pedestal detection loop is used. After a set

gers have been detected and removed, a second finger search on the recanonized layout detects t

tals (since they are topologically equivalent to cantilever beams once the fingers are removed

adjacency check for each of these prospective pedestals with the already removed first set of fingers

to confirm them as pedestals. The pedestal recognition loop has a time complexity ofO(n + mp)wherem

is the number of fingers detected in the previous step andp is the number of fingers detected in the curre

loop. Since fingers must either attach to a mass or anchor, the base of a finger (or the pedestal, if it is

estal type finger) is marked as potential mass or anchor.

After having recognized the fingers, we proceed to recognize physical holes in the structural lay

initial beam recognition is also done so that gaps between beams are not recognized as holes. The

the layout are the floating rectangles, that are obtained from a maximal horizontal representation

NOT of the structural layer, which do not have any beams as their neighbor in the original layout. H

detected at this step are replaced by mass rectangles in the original layout. We keep track of total in

in area due to such holes and also due to the holes from HOLE1 layer and, when we calculate the

the plate, we delete this excess virtual area. This information is also annotated in the netlist gener

mass factor for the mass. In addition, other physical parameters like centre of mass and moments o

are also calculated and written in the netlist file.

The next step is to detect the beams and joints which are very easily detected from the neighbor in

tion alone. This is followed by recognition of rest of the mass and anchor rectangles. In order to reco

the rest of the mass and anchor areas, we use the rectangles that have been already marked as ma

and recursively expand them in all directions such that all unrecognized rectangles that can be r

from these pre-recognized rectangles are appropriately marked. The expansion process checks eac

gle only once and hence runs in linear time. At this stage we have the recognized version of the

which can be now used for detection of functional elements.
14
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3.5. Analysis of utility algorithms used in extraction of atomic elements

The OR routine operates on the canonical representation of two layers and results in a newOR layer.

The first step is to perform inter layer canonization between the two input layers. This takesO(n1*n2) time

wheren1 andn2 are the number of rectangles in the two layers, respectively. This procedure is followe

a merger of the two sets of rectangles. The duplicate pairs of the layout can now be found using bo

lap check. Each such check takes constant time and since it is run on each and every rectangle,

required for this step isO((n1+n2)
2). A maximal horizontal representation of the remaining layout is th

done in order to reduce the final number of rectangles in the resultingOR layer. In order to do such a merg

ing, neighbor information is found for the entireOR layer. This takes quadratic time and can be combin

with the step where duplicate pairs are found. The speed of theORroutine can be improved by maintaining

region limits which would reduce the time required for overlap check.

TheAND routine uses the same approach as theORroutine. After a merged set of fully canonized repre

sentations of the two layers is obtained, we check for duplicate rectangles and store them in theAND layer.

The AND layer is also merged to get a maximally horizontal representation and hence it also

O((n1+n2)
2) time.

TheNOTroutine takes in a single input layer and generates a newNOT layer. First the vertical and hori-

zontal boundary edges of the input layout are sorted separately. A binary tree is used for sorting the

which in best case will result in an upper bound ofO(nlgn), but in worst case will takeO(n2) time. The

operation can be madeθ(nlgn) always by using B-trees but was avoided in the current implementa

because the rest of theNOTalgorithm takesO(n2) time. The bounding box of the given input layout is use

as the layout area which is then partitioned using the edges in descending order of their coordinate

The reason for such a strategy is because such a partitioning process allows us to always split the

tom corner rectangle of the layout area. This helps eliminate the time required to find the region w

particular edge will split. First, the area is partitioned using the horizontal edges in linear time and th
15
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vertical edges are used to split the bottom rectangle. Each split in the bottom rectangle is propagate

top n rectangles and hence the whole splitting operation takes quadratic time. Next a box overlap ch

done between the rectangles in the split layout area and the rectangles in the uncanonized represen

the input layout. The purpose of using the uncanonized representation is to reduce the time require

the time required at this step is the product of the number of rectangles in the two sets. The rectan

the split area that overlap with those in the input layout are removed. Finally we have a split version

NOT layout on which a linear merge operation can be done to get a maximally horizontal represent

3.6. Final optimization of the mass and anchor rectangles

The canonical representation results in a great number of mass and anchor rectangles. Since the

parameter models for mass normally treats the mass elements as simple rigid bodies, there is no

gain in defining different models for different mass shapes. Nevertheless, having large number of ma

ments increases the number of nodes and slows down the lumped parameter or behavioral simulato

larly a large number of anchor rectangles unnecessarily increases the size of the netlist.

In order to remove the problem, we combine the mass rectangles (and likewise the anchor rect

that are actually a part of a single plate, to minimize the number of nodes necessary for the simula

the extracted MEMS device. We use an approach similar to that used in corner stitching [24]. In c

stitching the rectangles are first expanded horizontally,i.e., adjacent rectangles having the same vertic

coordinates are combined, followed by vertical expansion. Thus the representation is maximally ho

tal. In our case we still stick to these discrete combining steps (viz. vertical and horizontal expansion) bu

try to keep the sequence which results in a lesser number of rectangles. This is done by comparing

izontal-then-vertical expansion with the vertical-then-horizontal expansion. The sequence of steps u

achieve this is described in Figure 9 and runs in linear time because the neighbor information nee

step 4 of the algorithm is already present as an outcome of the canonical algorithm.
16
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Chapter 4. Extraction of Functional Elements

4.1. Introduction

As MEMS designs gather maturity, designers tend to design MEMS systems consisting of an incr

number of MEMS components. The netlist for such systems become large because of the large num

nodes. Simulation time for most schematic level simulators are highly dependent on the number of

In order to reduce the simulation time, it is preferred to describe the schematic using lumped para

for functional elements instead of a netlist composed of only atomic elements. Hence, it is advantage

extract functional elements instead of just stopping at the atomic element level. The most importan

1. initialize A = NULL  andB = NULL
     where,A andB are sets which will contain the final merged structure.

2. takean elementg from the setG andinitialize setP with it. Where G is the set containing the elements that mak

   up the canonical structure andP is the working set.

3. deletethe element g from set G
4. for all  p in P

Q = {x| x = NBR(G,p)
      whereNBR(G, p) returns the neighbors ofp in G
5. for all q in Q

if  TYPE(p, q) then
P =P {q} and

 G = G - {q}
FunctionTYPE(p,q) returns a valueTRUE iff p andq are of the same type.

6. a = HOR(P)
    whereHOR(x) returns a set which is the horizontal merged version of setx.

7. a = VERT(a)
    where theVERT(x)  functionreturns the vertical merged version of setx.

8. b = VERT(P);
9. b = HOR(b);
10. A = A a
11. B = B b
12. if  G!= NULL go to 2
13. if  N(A) > N(B) then

output A
else

output B
       where N(C) stands for the cardinal number of a set C

∪

∪
∪

Figure 9: Optimization algorithm
17
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tional elements in inertial systems are electromechanical comb transducers and springs. This

describes the various types of such functional elements and the algorithms that are used for ext

them.

4.2. Electromechanical comb actuators

Silicon microstructures have long been actuated and sensed electrostatically by means of fixe

trodes forming parallel-plate capacitors with the structure. The main drawback of these structure

been that the electrostatic force is nonlinear unless the movement is small compared to the elect

gap. The need for a linear drive/sense device led to the design of the electrostatic comb [25] which c

of interdigited cantilever beams calledfingers. One side of the comb is fixed (stator) while the other side

allowed to move (rotor). Such a device can be used to drive the device as well as sense motion

device. Any harmonic motion of the rotor can be sensed by the currentis which is given by

is = VS(δC/δx)(δx/δt) (1)

whereVS is the bias voltage andx gives the position of the rotor. For the comb structure,δC/δx is constant

depending only the distance between the comb fingers. At the drive port, the displacementx can be given

as a function of the drive voltage by

x = Fx/ksys = VD
2(δC/δx)/(2*ksys) (2)

whereFx is the electrostatic force,ksysis the spring constant of the system andVD is the drive voltage. If

VD = VP + vd sin(ωt) then

δx/δt = (δC/δx)/(2*ksys) *[2 ωVPvdcos(ωt) + ωvd
2 sin(2ωt)] (3)

which again is linear sinceδC/δx is constant.

Mechanical design of such comb drives can be of two types: linear and torsional. In the linear d

the comb fingers lie parallel to the direction of motion and can be used to excite and sense motion p
18
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to the plane of substrate. The torsional design is for torsional resonant plates in which the comb fing

on arcs of concentric circles and can excite and sense torsional motion about the center of these c

Both the sense current (when the comb is used as a sensor) and the displacement (when the com

for excitation) are dependent onδC/δx. Using normal equations for a parallel plate capacitor we get,

δC/δx = εnh/d (4)

wheren is the number of capacitors formed by the interdigited comb fingers,h is the vertical height of the

fingers andd is the distance or gap between two fingers (Figure 10). Thus, to improve the sensitivity o

device, the gapd must be made as small as possible. Limitations of fabrication technology do not a

designers to reduce this gap beyond a certain point and this creates a limit to the sensitivity that

achieved. After meeting this limit, the sensitivity can be increased by increasing the number of com

gers (thereby increasingn) at the cost of increased weight and area. To overcome this restriction, a ped

design for comb fingers [26] is sometimes used (Figure 7).

All the comb drives described above haveδC/δx constant resulting in a linear response. Sometimes q

dratic response is required and in such cases we need aδC/δx which is linear withx. A trapezoidal comb

finger (Figure 11) is used for such purposes. Here the gap between two finger changes linearly withx and

hence results in a quadratic response. Such combs are used in very special devices where a contro

linear excitation is required.

x

d h

Figure 10: A pair of cantilever beams forming the building block of electrostatic comb actuator/sen
19
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Figure 11: Trapezoidal comb fingers

The comb drive structures described above were found to suffer from levitation problems [27].

causes a decrease in the actual area of overlap with the increase in drive voltage andδC/δx no longer

remains linear. Though this effect is very small and is negligible for normal operations, it does pla

important role in devices where linearity is very crucial. One way to solve the levitation problem is to e

inate the ground plane and remove the substrate beneath the structures. Another way is to hav

ground plate suspended above the comb drive. These arrangements achieve a balanced vertical for

comb. Both of these solutions require complicated fabrication sequences. An easier solution is to r

the polarity on alternating drive fingers resulting in an altered field distribution where the potential d

bution along the z-axis is constant or nearly constant. Various structures have been developed to a

the polarity at every stationary drive finger (Figure 12), every other finger, every forth finger and s

depending on the amount of error correction needed. Such a structure is also used to sense tra

motion via differential sensing of the different sets of capacitances.

Trapezoidal Fingers

x1
d1 h

d2 x2

Figure 12: A set of fingers in a differential comb drive
20
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The extraction module is able to recognize most of the above mentioned comb drive structures. Th

comb designs which presently cannot be detected are the torsional comb drives and combs having tr

dal fingers. This limitation is due to their non-Manhattan nature. The present implementation works

for Manhattan designs. Another assumption made in the extraction module is that the fingers belon

one comb are aligned on the same base which is either parallel to the horizontal or vertical axis

assumption is found to be true for most general designs unless the designer wants a comb drive whi

on an inclined plane. Such designs are uncommon though not impossible. The interfinger gap in a

comb is generally uniform but in very special designs the gap on two sides of a finger may not be the

The present comb detection module detects such variation and prints out a warning message. Th

present comb drive detection module can detect functional combs which fall within the scope of Man

designs.

4.3. Comb drive extraction

The comb drive extraction process is shown in Figure 13. It starts with a connectivity analysis of th

of recognized fingers. Fingers having electrical connectivity are given the same connectivity numbe

gers are then sorted into buckets based on their orientation. The sorted fingers are stored in a linea

list and hence in worst case the sorting takesO(n2) time, wheren is the number of fingers. The speed ca

be improved by using more advanced data structures like heaps and B-trees but were not used in

rent implementation because the time requirement for this step was not found to be crucial for the e

tion flow.

Each such finger bucket is then checked for uniformity of the fingers with respect to region of o

rence, length of fingers, width of fingers and inter-finger gap. If the fingers have pedestals, then the

of occurrence, length and width of the pedestal, inter-pedestal gap and the relative position of the p

with respect to the thin cantilever finger are also checked. The buckets are partitioned whenever an

uniformity is found in any of these parameters. A box cover of each of the buckets is then created
21
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implementation of each of these steps takes linear time since each finger/pedestal is visited only

each step.

The box covers are checked mutually for overlap using box overlap rules inO(n2) time, wheren is the

number of such box covers. Whenever an overlapping pair is found between two buckets having di

connectivity numbers, they are matched in size and combined to form a comb drive. The matching fu

takes care that there are no uncoupled comb fingers in the final comb drive. If one of the overlappin

have comb fingers which do not couple capacitively with any of the fingers of the other set, then the

set is partitioned so that the final pair only contains coupled fingers. Overlapping triplets are also de

and checked to see whether they form differential finger comb drives. Another criterion to be satisfi

such triplets is that two of them must be connected to anchors. In such a case, the rotor set is match

each of the stator sets to get the final matched triplet, which are then merged to form a comb driv

matching function goes through the two sets being matched finger by finger and hence runs inO(n) time

wheren is the total number of fingers in the two sets.

Figure 13: Comb drive extraction

4.4. Mechanical springs

Springs are composed of beams and joints and connect the suspended plate mass to the anch

design a of proper spring possesses a lot of challenges because it controls motion of the suspende

ture. Proper selection of springs often results in motion in one preferred direction. Spring design

affects cross axis coupling and primarily defines the eigenmodes of motion of the components. H

layout with
atomic elements
recognized

assign electrical
connectivity

sort using
geometrical
features

find overlapping
pairs or triplets with
different connectivity
number

separate uncoupled
fingers

extract comb
parameters
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there are numerous springs that can be designed. Through time, some springs have become stan

here we discuss a few of them.

The simplest out of all springs is a fixed-fixed flexure (Figure 14(a)). It consists of a simple str

beam connecting the suspended mass to the anchor and has a very stiff spring constant because

sional axial stress in the beams. Normally, springs are placed symmetrically in the design in or

reduce abnormalities like cross axis coupling. Hence, in the figure the mass is connected to the

using four fixed-fixed flexures. Such a spring will have more flexibility in the horizontal direction and

be stiff in the vertical direction. Its flexibility in the z-direction will depend on the thickness of the bea

Crab-leg springs and U-springs (Figure 14(b) & (c)) are modifications to the fixed-fixed beam so

reduce peak stress in the flexure at the cost of reduced stiffness in undesired directions. The c

(Figure 14(b)) is composed of two separate beam segments which may differ in length and width. T

ative stiffness of the spring in the horizontal and vertical directions will depend on the dimensions o

two beams. The U-spring (Figure 14(c)) is composed of three separate beams which also may d

length and width from each other. Normally, it is designed to give more flexibility in the horizontal di

tion but the spring has lot more flexibility in the vertical direction also because of the horizontal bea

the middle. Both the springs have reduced stress because residual stress can be released by minor

tion of the beams of the springs which have at least one side that is not fully fixed.

A meander spring (Figure 14(e)) is also a modified version of a fixed-fixed flexure which helps ac

more compliance using less space. The preferred direction of flexibility depends on which set of be

longer. The meander spring is more flexible in the direction orthogonal to the set of beams that are

in length. In addition to the lengths and widths of different types of beams that constitute the me

spring, the number of loops in the spring also determines its spring constant in different directions.

A folded flexure (Figure 14(d)) also reduces axial stress and gives more compliance while occu

less area and is often the preferred spring for inertial designs. Though there are different designs for

flexures, the one shown in Figure 14(e) is the one that is most commonly used.
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Figure 14: Normally used springs: (a) fixed-fixed, (b) crab leg, (c) U-spring, (d) folded-flexure, (e
meander spring

4.5. Spring extraction

Spring detection is done using a Finite State Machine (FSM) based algorithm. Unlike conven

FSMs, the algorithm may have more than one final state whose simultaneous satisfaction is neces

the outcome of the recognition to be true. The FSM can be defined byM = {S, L, U, G, F}, where

S = start state;

L = language = {joint, beam, NULL};

U = transition states which are either joint-state (states which accepts either joints or NULL) or

joint-state (state which accepts only beams);

G = the set of rules for the FSM; and

F = set of final states.

A joint is defined to be a node having one input port and at most three output ports and is labelled

the ‘m’ (from moment) and ‘t’ (from transition) parameters. Thet-parameter is 1 only if there is an outpu

port along the direction of the input port. An output port at right angles to the input port contributes a

-1 to m-parameter depending whether the twist direction is anticlockwise or clockwise. The six typ

joints possible using such a convention are shown in Table 2. The set of beams for the language dep

the spring to be detected. For example, a U-spring requires three beams (Figure 14(c)) which may

not be equal in dimension, while a folded flexure requires four type of beams which must be arran

shown in Figure 14(d). The graphs which will be used by the FSM to recognize U-springs and folded

ures are shown in Figure 15 (a) and (b) respectively. The final states 1 and 2 in Figure 15(a) are t

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

a
b

c a

b

d

c b

a

d

plate mass
anchor
spring
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alternative possibilities for a U-spring, one turning in clockwise direction and other in anticlockwise d

tion. The graph for the folded flexure also has two such alternatives but for each there are three con

(a, b, c) to be satisfied simultaneously. This is because the folded flexure has four ports, one of whi

act as the input port and the others as output ports. Since a folded flexure has two anchor points, the

be two ways in which the same folded flexure may be traversed and hence the two alternatives (1 a

The FSM for each of the springs is created by reading in its description from the library file. The

nected sets of beams and joints obtained after the atomic recognition is then passed through each

FSMs to recognize their type. For each such set, the input is started from a beam which is connecte

Table 2: Dictionary of joints

Joint name m - param t- param ports example

J+ +1 0 2

J- -1 0 2

JT0 0 0 3

JT+ +1 +1 3

JT- -1 +1 3

J0 0 +1 4

a
1

2

J-

J+

b c φJ-

b c φJ+

start state

joint state

non-joint state

alternative final states

a,b,c,d: beams as defined in Fig16

a JT0

c

b

J-

J+

d

d

φ

φ

JT+

JT-

c

a

c

a

J+ d φ

φ

J- d φ

φ

2a

1a

2b

2c

1b

1c

(a)

(b)

Figure 15: FSM for (a) U-spring and (b) folded flexure
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anchor rectangle. The flow of the spring detection algorithm is shown in Figure 16. The overhead of s

up the library of springs is linear with respect to the number of states in the springs defined in the li

The detection part of the algorithm takesO(mn)time, wherem is the total number of states in all the sprin

libraries andn is the total number of beams and joints in the given layout. The spring extraction algor

can be extended to detect springs made of smaller springs. For example, a crab leg may be made u

serpentine springs connected at right angles. For such cases, the S-State must be modified to take in

and beams and the detection loop must be run in loops until there is no more merging of spring

present implementation does not attempt such a detection because such springs do not seem to be

in practice and also deriving models for such springs is quite complex. Nevertheless the implemen

has scope of expansion to do such a detection, if needed, in future.

Figure 16: spring extraction

Chapter 5. Results

5.1. Introduction

This section shows a select few results to demonstrate the capability of the current extractor

implements the algorithms discussed in the previous chapters.

read rules
file create FSMs

match each set
of beams and joints
with library of FSMs

match
found?

any more
FSMs?

undetected
spring

mark the
functional
element

no

yes
no

yes
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5.2. Folded flexure resonator

Figure 17 shows the result for a folded flexure resonator. The input is shown in Figure 17(a). It c

clearly seen that in case of the beam marked in the figure, the rectangle representing it penetrates

mass area. This shows the need for a canonical representation. Figure 17(b) shows the rectangle

canonical representation. It is important to note that each constituent rectangle has only one neigh

each side. This helps us in deriving the neighbor information very easily. As can be easily seen, the n

of rectangles in this representation has increased tremendously. This occurs due to extension of a

and the situation is made severe due to the presence of fingers. Thus, in the next step, we separat

fingers, after having recognized them, and then recanonize the remaining layout. The result is sh

Figure 17(c). This step brings a huge reduction in the number of rectangles. We then proceed to ap

feature recognition algorithms to recognize beams. Also, inter-layer interaction information is used t

ognize some of the mass and anchor rectangles. The result of these feature recognition algorithms i

in Figure 17(d). This step is followed by the expansion of the mass and anchor rectangles to det

remaining rectangles resulting in the complete recognition of all the rectangles as shown in Figure

The next step is to reduce the number of rectangles needed to represent the mass and anch

Figure 17(f) shows a minimal representation where the rectangles have been first merged horizonta

then merged vertically. It can be seen that the number of rectangles needed to represent the central

mass here is three. In case we had opted for vertical merge first followed by horizontal merge, th

number would have been five. Thus the algorithm has taken the correct decision in selecting betwee

imal horizontal and maximal vertical representations.

The resulting recognized set can then be used to recognize functional elements or can be used t

ate a netlist composed of only atomic elements. Figure 17(g) shows the layout after the functional ele

have been recognized. The extracted netlist was simulated using lumped parameter models [14][15]

functional elements and the simulation result is shown in Figure 17(h). The simulation was found
27
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more than 10 times faster than when it was simulated using a netlist made of models of only atom

ments.

5.3. Accelerometer

Figure 18(a) shows an accelerometer which uses a differential comb drive to detect motion in the

zontal direction. A meander spring was used to act as the suspension device for the mass. Figur

shows the layout with the atomic elements recognized and Figure 18(c) shows the layout after the

tional elements have been recognized. The extracted netlist was simulated for transient behavior

result for a 1g acceleration pulse is shown in Figure 18(d)&(e). The extraction algorithm detect

removes the holes in the mass of the layout so as to reduce the number of nodes in the final netlist

5.4. Gyroscope

Figure 19(a) shows a three-fold symmetric gyroscope which uses U-springs and beams for its s

sion mechanism and uses pedestal type fingers in its comb drive for increased actuation. Figur

shows the final extracted layout. The extracted netlist could not be simulated because the model

pedestal type comb drive is not complete.

5.5. Four resonators in four directions

Figure 20(a) shows a layout consisting of four resonators in four directions. The extracted netlist fo

shown in Figure 20(b). As can be seen, the optimization algorithm resulted in optimized number of

rectangles in the extracted netlist. Thus, for the resonators with comb drives in the vertical directio

algorithm chose a maximal horizontal merging for the mass rectangles and for the other two it se

maximal vertical representation. The whole layout is extracted by the tool in less than few seconds.

5.6. Erroneous resonator layout

The usefulness of the extractor is demonstrated in this example (Figure 21) where the input layo

folded-flexure resonator was found to have a very small error which was not detected by the huma

When extracted, the netlist gave two sets of comb actuators instead of just one pair. On inspecting th
28
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Figure 17:  Folded flexure resonator; (a) layout, (b) canonical representation, (c) canonical
representation after separating the fingers, (d) intermediate state, (e) detected state, (f) optimized re
(g) functional element extraction, (e) transient (1KHz source) and ac (resonant frequency = 691.8K

analysis of extracted netlist
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b)
c, (e)
meander spring

differential comb drive

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

Figure 18: Accelerometer using a meander springs and differential comb drive; (a) input layout, (
layout with atomic elements recognized, (c) functional elements extracted, (d) input to the schemati

transient response of the accelerometer for a one g pulse acceleration
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drive.

tuator, a

etected

remove
inal layout, it was found that there was a difference in the gaps between the two halves of each comb

This was because when the half was being replicated and placed to double the size of the comb ac

small human error resulted in a gap which was more than the gaps between other fingers. This was d

by the extractor and was interpreted as two sets of comb actuators. the layout was then corrected to

the error.

(b)

U-springs

Pedestal
type
comb
drive

(a)

Figure 19: Three-fold symmetric gyroscope; (a) input layout, (b) extracted netlist

(a) (b)

Figure 20: Orthogonally placed resonator sets; (a) input layout, (b) extracted netlist
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spatial
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ation
5.7. Erroneous accelerometer layout

In another example, the extractor was used on an accelerometer layout (Figure 22). The extracted

gave overlapping sets of fingers but did not combine them to form comb drives. On inspection, i

found that the POLY0 layer was missing from the layout. Thus all the comb finger sets had the sam

trical connectivity number. Hence, the extractor did not merge the pairs of sets of comb fingers to

comb drives. The layout was then corrected and the POLY0 layer added at appropriate places.

Chapter 6. Conclusion and future work

6.1. Conclusion

In order to verify that the detailed design of a MEMS device is a correct spatial realization of the de

schematic representation, we need capabilities to reconstruct schematic representations from the

representation of the device. Reconstructed schematics can be used to identify design problems

performing expensive physical prototyping. In this work, we present a feature-based methodolo

reconstructing schematics from the layout information. Reconstructed schematics provide inform

(a) (b)

gap
larger error

detect-
ed

Figure 21: Erroneous layout of a resonator; (a) input layout, (b) extracted layout
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(a)

(b)

overlapping pairs of finger sets

unrecognized spring

Figure 22: Erroneous accelerometer; (a) input layout, (b) extracted netlist

anchor

mass

simple
fixed
fixed
beam
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ments.

eom-

in the

also

xtend

ave an

criptor

senta-

youts

towards

also
regarding types and parameters of various constitutive elements, and interconnectivity of various ele

Our current implementation is limited to designs based on the MUMPS process utilizing Manhattan g

etry. The extraction is performed to the functional element level which leads to fewer elements

extracted netlist. We expect that our tool will help the CAD designers to shrink their design time and

help them in building much more complex MEMS designs.

6.2. Future work

The extraction work can be extended in various directions. One direction of improvement is to e

the tool to handle non-Manhattan designs and make it process independent. The final aim is to h

extractor which can take in a process descriptor file and an element (both atomic and functional) des

file and use this information to extract any layout in that process. The definitions of canonical repre

tion and most of the heuristics used for extraction can be easily modified for polygonal designs but la

having arcs possess a big challenge for a generalized extractor. The present recognition is directed

extraction of inertial devices. Extending the extraction capability to other types of devices like fluidics

holds potential for future work.
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